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Are you really prepared for 2009? 

“It is better to understand a little than to misunderstand a 
lot.” 

 
I am sure there will be many Horses that are glad 2008 is drawing to a close, although I 
know for a fact that so many Horses have benefited from the 2008 annual and monthly 
advice we gave and also using our annual cures kits and the personal pocket enhancer 
along with the fine tuning of our powerful Feng Shui Software. 

Chinese astrology is not like western astrology. The whole idea of it is to be informed of 
what may come and how you can apply cures and enhancers to avoid potential problems 
and having the information in advance you can avoid many of the problems that are 
forecast. The information will also assist you to be prepared and to make informed 
decisions that may affect your wellbeing and endeavors. It is important that you know 
when and how to avoid the bad influences during the year.  

The message I am trying to convey is even if you are a Sheep and you read below or 
somewhere else advising that 2009 will not be a good year for you and all misfortunes will 
befall on you, adopt a positive attitude and follow the advice given below and in the 2009 
Flying Star (Xuan Kong) recommendations, you will be able avoid any bad luck that is 
forecast. Knowing how to avoid negative Flying Stars can help alter your year’s luck in a 
good way. I know you will come across websites or other Practitioners who will predict all 
sorts of doom and gloom for a certain animal in any year, please take this with a pinch of 
salt and enjoy a great 2009. 

Start preparing and placing your annual cures and enhancers, to ensure a trouble free year 
and of course make sure you check back each month for our monthly updates giving you 
even more control. Or you can use our professional Feng Shui software giving you even 
more control on an annual and monthly basis. This year we have combined the software 
with our annual cures kit to give even better value. 2009 Tong Shu Almanac Software 
and Flying Star Software. 

http://www.fengshuiweb.co.uk/
http://www.fengshuiweb.co.uk/
http://www.fengshuiweb.co.uk/advice/flyingstars2009.htm
http://www.fengshuiweb.co.uk/advice/flyingstars2009.htm
http://fengshuiweb.co.uk/pages/tongshusoftware.htm
http://www.fengshuiweb.co.uk/pages/software.htm


 

Those born in the year of the Sheep may be affected by the conflicting influences of the 
year of the Yin Earth Ox Ji Chou. In saying this, we hope that those born in the year of the 
Sheep are aware of potential difficulties they may encounter during the year and take 
extra care in whatever they do without taking undue risks. The degree of influence varies 
from one person to another. One of the major considerations is the heavenly stem of the 
year in which one was born, more on this later. 

To find your animal sign, check the charts below. If you were born before February 4th 
(Spring Begins), use the year before. If it is after February 4th, then use the same birth 
year.  This is worth double-checking; as you would be amazed how many people born in 
January or February get it wrong. If you are unsure of your Chinese Animal maybe 
consider using our Feng Shui software that calculates it automatically along with 
personal Gua, flying stars, annual, fixed and monthly and so much more.  
 
Some examples:  
 
• Born 3rd February 1958 = Rooster 
• Born 5th February 1958 = Dog 
• Born 3rd February 1987 = Tiger 
• Born 5th February 1987 = Rabbit 
 

2009 is the 4706th year of the Chinese calendar. 
 
In China, the solar calendar of the Ji Chou (Yin Earth Ox) year starts on 4th February 2009 
at 00:51 China time. In the UK, the new solar year starts on 4th February 2009 at 16:51. 
In California USA it will start 4th February 2009 at 08:51 and if you live in Barcelona you 
would place your cures at 17:51. Every year we put together a page on Chinese New 
Year world times 2009 that will help you confirm times and dates for the Chinese New 
Years Solar and lunar. This is not the Chinese New Year 2009 you would celebrate, 
please check this website for further details. 

 
 

“Seven days without laughter makes one 
weak” 

Rat  
05 Feb 1924–24 Jan 1925  24 Jan 1936–10 Feb 1937 10 Feb 1948–28 Jan 1949  

28 Jan 1960–14 Feb 1961  15 Feb 1972–01 Feb 1973  02 Feb 1984–18 Feb 1985  

   19 Feb 1996–05 Feb 1997     
 

The Rat is in for a great year with very little to say on the 
negative side, which is great news. Career and those in b
for themselves will climb to vast new heights providing you 
apply yourself. There will be some amazing opportunities in 
2009, you need to be careful of signing contracts especially if 
you have an important room in the northeast or east, make 
sure you place your annual cures to avoid problems, we all n
to do this as with the #3 star visiting the northeast palace this 
causes many arguments and legal problems so please make

sure you follow the 

usiness 

eed 

 
flying star advice. 

 

http://www.fengshuiweb.co.uk/pages/software.htm
http://www.fengshuiweb.co.uk/advice/worldtimes2009.htm
http://www.fengshuiweb.co.uk/advice/worldtimes2009.htm
http://www.fengshuiweb.co.uk/advice/newyearchinese2009.htm
http://www.fengshuiweb.co.uk/advice/flyingstars2009.htm


Single Rats can expect exciting times for romance this year especially those born in 1960 
(metal Rat) and even expect wedding plans, if you are a married or committed Rat you 
should be careful not to neglect your partner as with a successful year this can easily 
happen so make lots of time to spoil them. Although the year will be good you can expect 
some jealousy from colleagues or friends and they may try and back stab you by making 
you look bad by telling lies, just be careful of who you thought were friends. Overall 2009 
will be a superb year although you need to be careful with your health, make sure your 
diet is good and you drink plenty of water as problems with the stomach may occur 
particularly if you are a water Rat born in 1972. Make sure you leave time for yourself and 
try to relax more as stress can be an issue and you may feel down at times, whatever is 
on your mind right now it WILL pass and you are on or soon will be on the right path. 
Romance will be good for Rats born in 1984 but do not take things for granted. 
 
Rats born in 1924 should be careful with their eyes in 2009 and those born in 1960 need 
to be careful with dangerous sports and in fact I would recommend not doing any 
dangerous activities in 2009. Younger Rats born in 1996 should be careful with chest 
related problems and wrap up warm in the colder months. Enjoy your year and remember 
they are not as bad as you think, give a little leeway on your side too, if you don’t know 
what I am talking about you will soon. 
 
As a Rat you are in affinity with the Ox. For your protection, you should have a key chain 
pendant of an Ox with you at all times throughout the year in 2009.  

To enhance wealth and career in 2009 place four pieces of deep smoky quartz crystal, a 
piece of deep blue sodalite crystal together with four very auspicious i-ching coins in the 
south, this cure is extremely important in 2009 and can only be used in certain years, you 
also must place eight pieces of Jasper Hematite quartz crystal (you should not use normal 
hematite) along with two larger than average auspicious Chinese i-ching coins in the 
northeast, the coins must be placed in a certain order and if you follow this link you will 
find full details 2009 flying star analysis follow this link.

Cautions for month: Take extra care in the months of August & September and make 
sure you check back with us monthly to get your updates for the month.  

Your lucky sectors: (astrological zone) is the North (352.5º - 7.5º) of the home or office. 
Use blues or black in your decoration if you have a bedroom here. In 2009 the north is not 
a good sector influenced by the annual flying star #5 and I would avoid facing this 
direction at all costs in 2009. For full details on 2009 flying star analysis follow this 
link.

If you are relocating your desk this year to face one of your favourable personal directions, 
please be aware of the directions and locations of the annual afflictions. If you are unsure 
of your Gua and best directions follow this link or maybe consider using our Feng Shui 
software that calculates Gua, Chinese animal including element, flying stars, annual, fixed 
and monthly and so much more.  

Be careful if your main door, bedroom or office or any other important room is located in 
the north, west or northeast this year 2009 and make sure you follow the 2009 Flying 
Star (Xuan Kong) recommendations. If your office or bedroom is located in the west, 
northeast, east or north please be aware that in the months of April & July 2009 you 
should make sure you at least place a Wu Lou or six Chinese coins tied in a row with 
red ribbon for the month especially if you are not in good health or very stressed. To 
further enhance 2009 check out the monthly almanac, flying stars and animal 
predictions as it not only gives you advice of good and bad days to carry out certain 
tasks it also advises you if it is good for your animal sign.  

If you would like to be informed in advance of the monthly, annual and fixed flying stars 
for the rest of your life giving you the ultimate control of your home or business, you 
should consider our advanced Feng Shui software; it is used by thousands of Feng Shui 
Masters, Practitioners and students throughout the world. Combining this with our new 
incredible and extremely powerful Tong Shu Almanac date selection software this will 
make 2009 a better year indeed. 

http://www.fengshuiweb.co.uk/pages/cures2009.htm
http://www.fengshuiweb.co.uk/pages/cures2009.htm
http://www.fengshuiweb.co.uk/advice/flyingstars2009.htm
http://www.fengshuiweb.co.uk/advice/flyingstars2009.htm
http://www.fengshuiweb.co.uk/advice/flyingstars2009.htm
http://www.fengshuiweb.co.uk/advice/eightmansions.htm
http://www.fengshuiweb.co.uk/pages/software.htm
http://www.fengshuiweb.co.uk/pages/software.htm
http://www.fengshuiweb.co.uk/advice/flyingstars2009.htm
http://www.fengshuiweb.co.uk/advice/flyingstars2009.htm
http://www.fengshuiweb.co.uk/pages/cures2009.htm
http://www.fengshuiweb.co.uk/advice/teachyourselffengshui.htm
http://www.fengshuiweb.co.uk/advice/teachyourselffengshui.htm
http://www.fengshuiweb.co.uk/pages/software.htm
http://fengshuiweb.co.uk/pages/tongshusoftware.htm


East is the location and direction of the Three Killings 
 
When at work, you may sit facing the east direction if this is one of your personal good 
directions, but do not sit with your back to the east or you may find unscrupulous people 
working against you or you may encounter undue gossip and back stabbing during the 
year. Because the east has the #7 red robbery star combined with the three killings this 
makes the east very negative in 2009 and it needs a very powerful cure to prevent legal 
issues and loss of wealth. An extremely powerful cure in 2009 and can only be used in 
certain years is by placing a water coloured (blue) Buddha holding a Ru Yi and wealth 
ingot, this powerful cure is very effective at protecting wealth as financial losses can be 
made through legal problems and because wealth is very important in 2009 you need 
specific cures relevant to the potential problem. You can only use this particular cure in the 
east in 2009 because the Buddha (Fo Hu Shen Fu), ru yi and wealth ingot are transient 
cures and if placed correctly not only can it cure the negative effects of the east in 2009 it 
can also enhance a very inauspicious area making it an extremely powerful cure and 
enhancer. The Fo Hu Shen Fu cure and enhancer comes standard in our 2009 cures kit 
with full instructions for placement. 
 
Northeast is where Tai Sui (Grand Duke of Jupiter) resides in 2009 
 
The NE is severely afflicted in 2009 as we have Tai Sui here for the year but it is also 
combined with the malicious #3 star that can cause many legal and wealth problems and 
cures are needed here with a Lou Pan compass and the annual 2009 Master cure which is 
a cure only known to a few Masters using two large Dragon coins with eight pieces of 
Jasper Hematite quartz crystals arranged in a very special way. With Tai Sui, you may rely 
on him for support in that you may sit with him in the northeast and face the southwest. 
Do not confront him by undertaking any renovation or construction work in the northeast 
or by sitting in a position that is directly opposite him (northeast). In 2009, this means do 
not sit with your back to the southwest facing northeast even if this is your best direction. 
Most traditional Chinese families will place a Pi Yao in the southwest of the home facing 
northeast or if your main door is in the northeast, place it just inside the door facing 
northeast. 
 
Sui Po (The year breaker) 
 
Sui Po year breaker occupies the division directly opposite Tai Sui Grand Duke, which for 
2009 is southwest. You should treat this area the same as the other annual afflictions with 
no groundbreaking work, renovations or any noisy activities. If disturbed this area can and 
normally will cause immediate health problems especially for the elderly, so please be very 
careful. Traditionally to appease Sui Po in an Ox year you need to display gold coloured 
ingots and six of them if possible, we have included the perfect one in our 2009 cures kit. 
If you have to carry out work or emergency repairs in the southwest place a six hollow 
metal rod wind chime (if you are using the 2009 cures kit you do not have to think about 
it) between the building and where the work is being carried out and ideally you should 
contact a professional Feng Shui Practitioner to select an auspicious date to start the work 
or consult our Tong Shu date selection software. 
 
To disperse the effects of the year you should hang a set of six Chinese coins tied with a 
red ribbon and place it in the west of your home or office this year to control the #2 star, 
you should also place a six rod metal wind chime in the north along with a set of six 
Chinese coins tied together with ribbon in your home this year to weaken the #5. Both of 
these compass sectors should also have a salt water cure as in 2009 there will quite a bit 
of negative energy. For full details on 2009 flying star analysis follow this link. This is 
very important in 2009 especially if you have a main door, bedroom, office, lounge or 
other important room in the west, north or northeast. 

Ox  
25 Jan 1925-12 Feb 1926 11 Feb 1937-30 Jan 1938 29 Jan 1949-16 Feb 1950 

15 Feb 1961-04 Feb 1962 03 Feb 1973-22 Jan 1974 20 Feb 1985-08 Feb 1986 

http://www.fengshuiweb.co.uk/pages/cures2009.htm
http://fengshuiweb.co.uk/pages/tongshusoftware.htm
http://www.fengshuiweb.co.uk/advice/flyingstars2009.htm


   07 Feb 1997-27 Jan 1998    
 

Even though it is the year of the OX it can be a mixed year for 
you, although play your cards right and follow all the advice 
here along with the annual stars 2009 the year 2009 can be 
good for wealth, career and general luck but you need to be 
careful and work hard. Those Ox born in 1971 need to be 
careful in relationships especially if they are married, spend 
more time this year with your partner as your potential success 
for the year can cause you to overlook people that are 
important and this will cause you problems. Unmarried Ox born 

in other years can expect new relationships and even rekindle existing ones. Your year will 
be busy but leave some time for play and make sure you take plenty of rest. Those born in 
1961 should be careful when driving or using metal objects. 

Your busy lifestyle can cause you stomach problems this year so please take care. I would 
place a brass Wu Lou beside your bed especially if it is located in the west or north. You 
should be careful signing contracts this year so make sure you read all the small print and 
do not let yourself be conned by someone sweet or fast talking. Make sure you apply cures 
to the northeast to reduce the chances of this happening. 

Money can be good for Ox this year although you need to take care not to spend too 
much. If you are employed, job promotions could be on the cards but you will still need to 
prove yourself. For the Ox born in 1961 & 1973 be careful of relationships as a busy year 
can make you neglectful and your partner may wander. 

Ox born in 1949 can expect good news in 2009 but they must be careful with accidents 
involving metal and in modern times this usually involves cars so please be careful on the 
road. Ox born in 1973 must take care of their health and consider a change in their diet 
and ensure you drink plenty of water especially if you live in a hot country. It may be a 
mixed year but whatever has been unresolved in the last few years will come to a head in 
2009 and I think you will like the news. 

As an Ox you are in affinity with the Rat. For your protection, you should have a key 
chain pendant of a Rat with you at all times throughout the year. 

To enhance wealth and career in 2009 place four pieces of deep smoky quartz crystal, a 
piece of deep blue sodalite crystal together with four very auspicious i-ching coins in the 
south, this cure is extremely important in 2009 and can only be used in certain years, you 
also must place eight pieces of Jasper Hematite quartz crystal (you should not use normal 
hematite) along with two larger than average auspicious Chinese i-ching coins in the 
northeast, the coins must be placed in a certain order and if you follow this link you will 
find full details 2009 flying star analysis follow this link.

Romance can be enhanced in the south and southeast of your home, click on the links 
below on the flying star information for 2009. Be careful of what you eat this year as there 
are chances of stomach problems involving contaminated food or shell fish so please be 
careful. For further protection wear some hematite beads or amethyst.

Cautions for month: Take extra care in the months of April, August & November and 
make sure you check back with us monthly to get your updates for the month.  

Your lucky sectors: (astrological zone) is the Northeast (22.5º - 37.5º) of the home or 
office. The northeast is not good at all this year compared to last and this is why you are 
advised to place the flying stars cures and enhancers. For full details on 2009 flying star 
analysis follow this link.

Be careful if your main door, bedroom or office or any other important room is located in 
the north, west or northeast this year 2009 and make sure you follow the 2009 Flying 

http://fengshuiweb.co.uk/advice/flyingstars2009.htm
http://www.fengshuiweb.co.uk/pages/cures2009.htm
http://www.fengshuiweb.co.uk/pages/cures2009.htm
http://www.fengshuiweb.co.uk/advice/flyingstars2009.htm
http://fengshuiweb.co.uk/pages/beads.htm
http://www.fengshuiweb.co.uk/advice/flyingstars2009.htm
http://www.fengshuiweb.co.uk/advice/flyingstars2009.htm
http://www.fengshuiweb.co.uk/advice/flyingstars2009.htm


Star (Xuan Kong) recommendations. If your office or bedroom is located in the west, 
northeast, east or north please be aware that in the months of April & July 2009 you 
should make sure you at least place a Wu Lou or six Chinese coins tied in a row with 
red ribbon for the month especially if you are not in good health or very stressed. To 
further enhance 2009 check out the monthly almanac, flying stars and animal 
predictions as it not only gives you advice of good and bad days to carry out certain 
tasks it also advises you if it is good for your animal sign.  

If you would like to be informed in advance of the monthly, annual and fixed flying stars 
for the rest of your life giving you the ultimate control of your home or business, you 
should consider our advanced Feng Shui software; it is used by thousands of Feng Shui 
Masters, Practitioners and students throughout the world. Combining this with our new 
incredible and extremely powerful Tong Shu Almanac date selection software this will 
make 2009 a better year indeed. 

East is the location and direction of the Three Killings 
 
When at work, you may sit facing the east direction if this is one of your personal good 
directions, but do not sit with your back to the east or you may find unscrupulous people 
working against you or you may encounter undue gossip and back stabbing during the 
year. Because the east has the #7 red robbery star combined with the three killings this 
makes the east very negative in 2009 and it needs a very powerful cure to prevent legal 
issues and loss of wealth. An extremely powerful cure in 2009 and can only be used in 
certain years is by placing a water coloured (blue) Buddha holding a Ru Yi and wealth 
ingot, this powerful cure is very effective at protecting wealth as financial losses can be 
made through legal problems and because wealth is very important in 2009 you need 
specific cures relevant to the potential problem. You can only use this particular cure in the 
east in 2009 because the Buddha (Fo Hu Shen Fu), ru yi and wealth ingot are transient 
cures and if placed correctly not only can it cure the negative effects of the east in 2009 it 
can also enhance a very inauspicious area making it an extremely powerful cure and 
enhancer. The Fo Hu Shen Fu cure and enhancer comes standard in our 2009 cures kit 
with full instructions for placement. 
 
Northeast is where Tai Sui (Grand Duke of Jupiter) resides in 2009 
 
The NE is severely afflicted in 2009 as we have Tai Sui here for the year but it is also 
combined with the malicious #3 star that can cause many legal and wealth problems and 
cures are needed here with a Lou Pan compass and the annual 2009 Master cure which is 
a cure only known to a few Masters using two large Dragon coins with eight pieces of 
Jasper Hematite quartz crystals arranged in a very special way. With Tai Sui, you may rely 
on him for support in that you may sit with him in the northeast and face the southwest. 
Do not confront him by undertaking any renovation or construction work in the northeast 
or by sitting in a position that is directly opposite him (northeast). In 2009, this means do 
not sit with your back to the southwest facing northeast even if this is your best direction. 
Most traditional Chinese families will place a Pi Yao in the southwest of the home facing 
northeast or if your main door is in the northeast, place it just inside the door facing 
northeast. 
 
Sui Po (The year breaker) 
 
Sui Po year breaker occupies the division directly opposite Tai Sui Grand Duke, which for 
2009 is southwest. You should treat this area the same as the other annual afflictions with 
no groundbreaking work, renovations or any noisy activities. If disturbed this area can and 
normally will cause immediate health problems especially for the elderly, so please be very 
careful. Traditionally to appease Sui Po in an Ox year you need to display gold coloured 
ingots and six of them if possible, we have included the perfect one in our 2009 cures kit. 
If you have to carry out work or emergency repairs in the southwest place a six hollow 
metal rod wind chime (if you are using the 2009 cures kit you do not have to think about 
it) between the building and where the work is being carried out and ideally you should 
contact a professional Feng Shui Practitioner to select an auspicious date to start the work 
or consult our Tong Shu date selection software. 
 

http://www.fengshuiweb.co.uk/advice/flyingstars2009.htm
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To disperse the effects of the year you should hang a set of six Chinese coins tied with a 
red ribbon and place it in the west of your home or office this year to control the #2 star, 
you should also place a six rod metal wind chime in the north along with a set of six 
Chinese coins tied together with ribbon in your home this year to weaken the #5. Both of 
these compass sectors should also have a salt water cure as in 2009 there will quite a bit 
of negative energy. For full details on 2009 flying star analysis follow this link. This is 
very important in 2009 especially if you have a main door, bedroom, office, lounge or 
other important room in the west, north or northeast. 

Tiger 

13 Feb 1926-01 Jan 1927 31 Jan 1938-18 Feb 1939 17 Feb 1950–05 Feb 1951 

05 Feb 1962-24 Jan 1963 23 Jan 1974-10 Feb 1975 09 Feb 1986–28 Jan 1987 

   28 Jan 1998-15 Feb 1999    
  

It is a year of mixed energies for male and female Tigers 
although on the whole it will be very good especially if you 
compare it to last year. Married Tigers especially those born in 
1950 & 1962 need to be careful and resist temptation (the g
is not always greener) of the opposite sex, single tiger should 
not take risks in relationships this year and let your confiden
shine through as "peach blossom" for romance is very strong 
this year. Look at the 

rass 

ce 

southeast as this can enha
2009-flying star in the south and 

nce romance even further.  
 
For the Tiger in business and career this year will be much better than last although you 
should not boast too much with colleagues or competitors as there are a few people out 
there that may want to back stab you and tell many lies to make you look bad, make sure 
you wear your protection animal for the year and more importantly remember my advice 
as being prepared is good. In business you may also be offered a partnership and you 
should look at this as being positive although spend time looking over any small print on 
contract especially in the month of July and October. 

Tigers born in 1950 could see excellent returns on their investments this year. Earth Tigers 
born 1938 will have a very good year but you need to rest and take some light exercise 
like Tai Chi and start to relax more, as you will get more stressed this year and need to 
watch your blood pressure. Wear some hematite crystal close to you and have a wu lou 
beside your bed for health protection. Tigers born in 1962 should be careful of accidents 
involving broken bones so please take care with high-risk sports. All other Tigers can enjoy 
a good year and whatever is on your mind right now, it will get better, try and look at the 
circumstances from both sides of the fence. 

You are in affinity with the Pig/Boar. For your protection, you should have a key chain 
pendant of a Pig.

To enhance wealth and career in 2009 place four pieces of deep smoky quartz crystal, a 
piece of deep blue sodalite crystal together with four very auspicious i-ching coins in the 
south, this cure is extremely important in 2009 and can only be used in certain years, you 
also must place eight pieces of Jasper Hematite quartz crystal (you should not use normal 
hematite) along with two larger than average auspicious Chinese i-ching coins in the 
northeast, the coins must be placed in a certain order and if you follow this link you will 
find full details 2009 flying star analysis follow this link.

Cautions for month: Take extra care in the months of March, June, July and October and 
make sure you check back with us monthly to get your updates for the month. 

Your lucky sector: (astrological zone) is the Northeast (52.5º - 67.5º) of the home or 
office. 

http://www.fengshuiweb.co.uk/advice/flyingstars2009.htm
http://fengshuiweb.co.uk/advice/flyingstars2009.htm
http://www.fengshuiweb.co.uk/pages/cures2009.htm
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Although the northeast is your astrological zone, this may not be the best direction for you 
to face when seated at work or doing anything important. If you are relocating your desk 
this year to face one of your favourable personal directions, please be aware of the 
directions and locations of the annual afflictions in particular North and west in 2009. If 
you are unsure of your Gua and best directions follow this link or maybe consider using 
our Feng Shui software that calculates Gua, Chinese animal including element, flying 
stars, annual, fixed and monthly and so much more. 

Be careful if your main door, bedroom or office or any other important room is located in 
the north, west or northeast this year 2009 and make sure you follow the 2009 Flying 
Star (Xuan Kong) recommendations. If your office or bedroom is located in the west, 
northeast, east or north please be aware that in the months of April & July 2009 you 
should make sure you at least place a Wu Lou or six Chinese coins tied in a row with 
red ribbon for the month especially if you are not in good health or very stressed. To 
further enhance 2009 check out the monthly almanac, flying stars and animal 
predictions as it not only gives you advice of good and bad days to carry out certain 
tasks it also advises you if it is good for your animal sign.  

If you would like to be informed in advance of the monthly, annual and fixed flying stars 
for the rest of your life giving you the ultimate control of your home or business, you 
should consider our advanced Feng Shui software; it is used by thousands of Feng Shui 
Masters, Practitioners and students throughout the world. Combining this with our new 
incredible and extremely powerful Tong Shu Almanac date selection software this will 
make 2009 a better year indeed. 

East is the location and direction of the Three Killings 
 
When at work, you may sit facing the east direction if this is one of your personal good 
directions, but do not sit with your back to the east or you may find unscrupulous people 
working against you or you may encounter undue gossip and back stabbing during the 
year. Because the east has the #7 red robbery star combined with the three killings this 
makes the east very negative in 2009 and it needs a very powerful cure to prevent legal 
issues and loss of wealth. An extremely powerful cure in 2009 and can only be used in 
certain years is by placing a water coloured (blue) Buddha holding a Ru Yi and wealth 
ingot, this powerful cure is very effective at protecting wealth as financial losses can be 
made through legal problems and because wealth is very important in 2009 you need 
specific cures relevant to the potential problem. You can only use this particular cure in the 
east in 2009 because the Buddha (Fo Hu Shen Fu), ru yi and wealth ingot are transient 
cures and if placed correctly not only can it cure the negative effects of the east in 2009 it 
can also enhance a very inauspicious area making it an extremely powerful cure and 
enhancer. The Fo Hu Shen Fu cure and enhancer comes standard in our 2009 cures kit 
with full instructions for placement. 
 
Northeast is where Tai Sui (Grand Duke of Jupiter) resides in 2009 
 
The NE is severely afflicted in 2009 as we have Tai Sui here for the year but it is also 
combined with the malicious #3 star that can cause many legal and wealth problems and 
cures are needed here with a Lou Pan compass and the annual 2009 Master cure which is 
a cure only known to a few Masters using two large Dragon coins with eight pieces of 
Jasper Hematite quartz crystals arranged in a very special way. With Tai Sui, you may rely 
on him for support in that you may sit with him in the northeast and face the southwest. 
Do not confront him by undertaking any renovation or construction work in the northeast 
or by sitting in a position that is directly opposite him (northeast). In 2009, this means do 
not sit with your back to the southwest facing northeast even if this is your best direction. 
Most traditional Chinese families will place a Pi Yao in the southwest of the home facing 
northeast or if your main door is in the northeast, place it just inside the door facing 
northeast. 
 
Sui Po (The year breaker) 
 
Sui Po year breaker occupies the division directly opposite Tai Sui Grand Duke, which for 
2009 is southwest. You should treat this area the same as the other annual afflictions with 
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no groundbreaking work, renovations or any noisy activities. If disturbed this area can and 
normally will cause immediate health problems especially for the elderly, so please be very 
careful. Traditionally to appease Sui Po in an Ox year you need to display gold coloured 
ingots and six of them if possible, we have included the perfect one in our 2009 cures kit. 
If you have to carry out work or emergency repairs in the southwest place a six hollow 
metal rod wind chime (if you are using the 2009 cures kit you do not have to think about 
it) between the building and where the work is being carried out and ideally you should 
contact a professional Feng Shui Practitioner to select an auspicious date to start the work 
or consult our Tong Shu date selection software. 
 
To disperse the effects of the year you should hang a set of six Chinese coins tied with a 
red ribbon and place it in the west of your home or office this year to control the #2 star, 
you should also place a six rod metal wind chime in the north along with a set of six 
Chinese coins tied together with ribbon in your home this year to weaken the #5. Both of 
these compass sectors should also have a salt water cure as in 2009 there will quite a bit 
of negative energy. For full details on 2009 flying star analysis follow this link. This is 
very important in 2009 especially if you have a main door, bedroom, office, lounge or 
other important room in the west, north or northeast. 

Hare/Rabbit 

02 Feb 1927-22 Jan 1928 19 Feb 1939-07 Feb 1940 06 Feb 1951-26 Jan 1952 

25 Jan 1963-12 Feb 1964 11 Feb 1975-30 Jan 1976 29 Jan 1987-16 Feb 1988 

   16 Feb 1999-04 Feb 2000    
 

It will be a mixed year for the Rabbit with a few ups and downs 
and whilst the prediction is normally not so good for a Rabbit in 
an Ox year, because it is yin earth year I do not think it will be 
that bad although you must take my advice on this page and 
also follow the annual flying stars.  You must try and be as 
diplomatic as possible in 2009 as someone may try to knock 
you down in work or in a relationship and try their best to make 

you look bad. This can cause problems in business, relationships or career, just be aware 
of the problem and make sure you cure the northeast and east of your home and/or office 
with the annual advice.  
 
In business and career you should concentrate on what you have already and not think too 
much about the grass being greener on the other side, as it is not a good idea to start new 
projects or jobs in 2009. There will always be exceptions to this and if you do move job or 
start a new business do not worry. Rabbits need to take care of health this year and this is 
a year of changing lifestyle like giving up smoking, better diet or doing more exercise. 
Wealth will be OK this year just be careful of taking risks or gambling especially with 
stocks and shares. Rabbits born in 1951 will be a in for a great year but be careful not to 
neglect your partner or friends, you will need them in 2010. If you were born in 1975 be 
careful of accidents involving metal such as cars or knives, if you have youngsters who 
drive please tell them to be careful driving in 2009 although I am sure it will fall on deaf 
ears. 

This is a good year to learn new skills or hobby and perfect for study and taking exams as 
it can lead to a change in career that you will benefit from. Health problems will normally 
relate to the heart, eyes and joints, you should try and avoid places that have yin energy 
like hospitals or cemeteries. This year you must not let yourself stagnate, look at new 
opportunities, work hard without affecting health and if you are in a position try and spend 
time travelling this year in business or pleasure, I know it easy for me to say as you are 
probably feeling tired but it will get better very soon and you will have good times ahead 
and stop worrying about others and spend some time on yourself this year. Falling down is 
not defeat; defeat is when you refuse to get up. 
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You are in affinity with the Dog. For your protection, you should have a key chain 
pendant of a Dog.

To enhance wealth and career in 2009 place four pieces of deep smoky quartz crystal, a 
piece of deep blue sodalite crystal together with four very auspicious i-ching coins in the 
south, this cure is extremely important in 2009 and can only be used in certain years, you 
also must place eight pieces of Jasper Hematite quartz crystal (you should not use normal 
hematite) along with two larger than average auspicious Chinese i-ching coins in the 
northeast, the coins must be placed in a certain order and if you follow this link you will 
find full details 2009 flying star analysis follow this link.

Cautions for month: Take extra care in the months of May and September and make 
sure you check back with us monthly to get your updates for the month. 

Your lucky sector: (astrological zone) is the East (82.5º – 97.5º) of the home or office. 
This is not a good location for you in 2009 with the #7 robbery star flying in for the year, 
you should place cures in the east this year. 

Although the east is your astrological zone, this may not be the best direction for you to 
face when seated at work or doing anything important. If you are relocating your desk this 
year to face one of your favourable personal directions, please be aware of the directions 
and locations of the annual afflictions in particular north and west in 2009. If you are 
unsure of your Gua and best directions follow this link or maybe consider using our Feng 
Shui software that calculates Gua, Chinese animal including element, flying stars, 
annual, fixed and monthly and so much more.  

Be careful if your main door, bedroom or office or any other important room is located in 
the north, west or northeast this year 2009 and make sure you follow the 2009 Flying 
Star (Xuan Kong) recommendations. If your office or bedroom is located in the west, 
northeast, east or north please be aware that in the months of April & July 2009 you 
should make sure you at least place a Wu Lou or six Chinese coins tied in a row with 
red ribbon for the month especially if you are not in good health or very stressed. To 
further enhance 2009 check out the monthly almanac, flying stars and animal 
predictions as it not only gives you advice of good and bad days to carry out certain 
tasks it also advises you if it is good for your animal sign.  

If you would like to be informed in advance of the monthly, annual and fixed flying stars 
for the rest of your life giving you the ultimate control of your home or business, you 
should consider our advanced Feng Shui software; it is used by thousands of Feng Shui 
Masters, Practitioners and students throughout the world. Combining this with our new 
incredible and extremely powerful Tong Shu Almanac date selection software this will 
make 2009 a better year indeed. 

East is the location and direction of the Three Killings 
 
When at work, you may sit facing the east direction if this is one of your personal good 
directions, but do not sit with your back to the east or you may find unscrupulous people 
working against you or you may encounter undue gossip and back stabbing during the 
year. Because the east has the #7 red robbery star combined with the three killings this 
makes the east very negative in 2009 and it needs a very powerful cure to prevent legal 
issues and loss of wealth. An extremely powerful cure in 2009 and can only be used in 
certain years is by placing a water coloured (blue) Buddha holding a Ru Yi and wealth 
ingot, this powerful cure is very effective at protecting wealth as financial losses can be 
made through legal problems and because wealth is very important in 2009 you need 
specific cures relevant to the potential problem. You can only use this particular cure in the 
east in 2009 because the Buddha (Fo Hu Shen Fu), ru yi and wealth ingot are transient 
cures and if placed correctly not only can it cure the negative effects of the east in 2009 it 
can also enhance a very inauspicious area making it an extremely powerful cure and 
enhancer. The Fo Hu Shen Fu cure and enhancer comes standard in our 2009 cures kit 
with full instructions for placement. 
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Northeast is where Tai Sui (Grand Duke of Jupiter) resides in 2009 
 
The NE is severely afflicted in 2009 as we have Tai Sui here for the year but it is also 
combined with the malicious #3 star that can cause many legal and wealth problems and 
cures are needed here with a Lou Pan compass and the annual 2009 Master cure which is 
a cure only known to a few Masters using two large Dragon coins with eight pieces of 
Jasper Hematite quartz crystals arranged in a very special way. With Tai Sui, you may rely 
on him for support in that you may sit with him in the northeast and face the southwest. 
Do not confront him by undertaking any renovation or construction work in the northeast 
or by sitting in a position that is directly opposite him (northeast). In 2009, this means do 
not sit with your back to the southwest facing northeast even if this is your best direction. 
Most traditional Chinese families will place a Pi Yao in the southwest of the home facing 
northeast or if your main door is in the northeast, place it just inside the door facing 
northeast. 
 
Sui Po (The year breaker) 
 
Sui Po year breaker occupies the division directly opposite Tai Sui Grand Duke, which for 
2009 is southwest. You should treat this area the same as the other annual afflictions with 
no groundbreaking work, renovations or any noisy activities. If disturbed this area can and 
normally will cause immediate health problems especially for the elderly, so please be very 
careful. Traditionally to appease Sui Po in an Ox year you need to display gold coloured 
ingots and six of them if possible, we have included the perfect one in our 2009 cures kit. 
If you have to carry out work or emergency repairs in the southwest place a six hollow 
metal rod wind chime (if you are using the 2009 cures kit you do not have to think about 
it) between the building and where the work is being carried out and ideally you should 
contact a professional Feng Shui Practitioner to select an auspicious date to start the work 
or consult our Tong Shu date selection software. 
 
To disperse the effects of the year you should hang a set of six Chinese coins tied with a 
red ribbon and place it in the west of your home or office this year to control the #2 star, 
you should also place a six rod metal wind chime in the north along with a set of six 
Chinese coins tied together with ribbon in your home this year to weaken the #5. Both of 
these compass sectors should also have a salt water cure as in 2009 there will quite a bit 
of negative energy. For full details on 2009 flying star analysis follow this link. This is 
very important in 2009 especially if you have a main door, bedroom, office, lounge or 
other important room in the west, north or northeast. 

Dragon    

23 Feb 1928-09 Feb 1929 08 Feb 1940-26 Jan 1941 27 Jan 1952-13 Feb 1953 

13 Feb 1964-01 Feb 1965 31 Jan 1976-17 Feb 1977 17 Feb 1988-15 Feb 1989 

   05 Feb 2000-23 Jan 2001    

You will need to be careful this year but with planning and following this advice along with 
monthly updates, the year should be good although better for the female than male. You 
will need your wits about you and all your senses including a bit of sixth sense as there 
may be people whom you know (sometimes a very good friend or even a family member) 
who will try and make you look bad by spreading rumours and lies. This can cause 
problems in business, relationships or career, just be aware of the problem and make sure 
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you cure the northeast and east of your home or office with the annual flying star Xuan 
Kong advice. Creating good Feng Shui is about being aware of potential problems and 
reacting accordingly. 

Because someone close to you can cause the gossip problems you could see problems with 
family break-ups and arguments, try and be diplomatic and avoid confrontation. In 
business and career you should concentrate on what you have already, as it is not a good 
idea to start new projects or jobs in 2009 although normal workload is absolutely fine, just 
avoid starting big important projects. There will always be exceptions to this and if you do 
move job or start a new business do not worry. 

You should make extra security checks on your home or car this year as the robbery star is 
quite strong, this is especially so for people who have offices or main doors in the east and 
northeast, check our 2009 flying star for more information as you place cures to try and 
avoid this. This is for all parts of your security so if you are on holiday, in your car or even 
someone trying to steal your identity which has become very common these days. Shred 
all papers (do not place shedders in the east or NE) with personal information before 
throwing it away, it may seem extreme but worth doing this year and I suppose every year 
nowadays. Even though the year looks a little troubled you will make it a good one with 
the knowledge you now have, good Feng Shui is being aware. Be assured that the people 
you are in conflict with will be resolved soon and even if it may not seem to go in your 
favour you will be the winner in the long run, what seems bad to some is good to others, 
you will be just fine.  

You are in affinity with the Rooster. For enhancement keep a key chain pendant of a 
Rooster on you. 

To enhance wealth and career in 2009 place four pieces of deep smoky quartz crystal, a 
piece of deep blue sodalite crystal together with four very auspicious i-ching coins in the 
south, this cure is extremely important in 2009 and can only be used in certain years, you 
also must place eight pieces of Jasper Hematite quartz crystal (you should not use normal 
hematite) along with two larger than average auspicious Chinese i-ching coins in the 
northeast, the coins must be placed in a certain order and if you follow this link you will 
find full details 2009 flying star analysis follow this link.

Cautions for month: Take extra care in the months of May, August, September and 
November and make sure you check back with us monthly to get your updates for the 
month.  

Your lucky sector: (astrological zone) is the Southeast (112.5º – 127.5º) of the home or 
office. Although the southeast is your astrological zone, this may not be the best direction 
for you to face when seated at work or doing anything important. To find your personal 
favourable or unfavourable directions, you have to look at your personal Gua number 
based on the year you were born. If you are unsure of your Gua and best directions follow 
this link or maybe consider using our Feng Shui software that calculates Gua, Chinese 
animal including element, flying stars, annual, fixed and monthly and so much more. 
 
The southeast is the location of the #8 start which is nice and if your bedroom is also 
located here, this is good news. 

Be careful if your main door, bedroom or office or any other important room is located in 
the north, west or northeast this year 2009 and make sure you follow the 2009 Flying 
Star (Xuan Kong) recommendations. If your office or bedroom is located in the west, 
northeast, east or north please be aware that in the months of April & July 2009 you 
should make sure you at least place a Wu Lou or six Chinese coins tied in a row with 
red ribbon for the month especially if you are not in good health or very stressed. To 
further enhance 2009 check out the monthly almanac, flying stars and animal 
predictions as it not only gives you advice of good and bad days to carry out certain 
tasks it also advises you if it is good for your animal sign.  
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If you would like to be informed in advance of the monthly, annual and fixed flying stars 
for the rest of your life giving you the ultimate control of your home or business, you 
should consider our advanced Feng Shui software; it is used by thousands of Feng Shui 
Masters, Practitioners and students throughout the world. Combining this with our new 
incredible and extremely powerful Tong Shu Almanac date selection software this will 
make 2009 a better year indeed. 

East is the location and direction of the Three Killings 
 
When at work, you may sit facing the east direction if this is one of your personal good 
directions, but do not sit with your back to the east or you may find unscrupulous people 
working against you or you may encounter undue gossip and back stabbing during the 
year. Because the east has the #7 red robbery star combined with the three killings this 
makes the east very negative in 2009 and it needs a very powerful cure to prevent legal 
issues and loss of wealth. An extremely powerful cure in 2009 and can only be used in 
certain years is by placing a water coloured (blue) Buddha holding a Ru Yi and wealth 
ingot, this powerful cure is very effective at protecting wealth as financial losses can be 
made through legal problems and because wealth is very important in 2009 you need 
specific cures relevant to the potential problem. You can only use this particular cure in the 
east in 2009 because the Buddha (Fo Hu Shen Fu), ru yi and wealth ingot are transient 
cures and if placed correctly not only can it cure the negative effects of the east in 2009 it 
can also enhance a very inauspicious area making it an extremely powerful cure and 
enhancer. The Fo Hu Shen Fu cure and enhancer comes standard in our 2009 cures kit 
with full instructions for placement. 
 
Northeast is where Tai Sui (Grand Duke of Jupiter) resides in 2009 
 
The NE is severely afflicted in 2009 as we have Tai Sui here for the year but it is also 
combined with the malicious #3 star that can cause many legal and wealth problems and 
cures are needed here with a Lou Pan compass and the annual 2009 Master cure which is 
a cure only known to a few Masters using two large Dragon coins with eight pieces of 
Jasper Hematite quartz crystals arranged in a very special way. With Tai Sui, you may rely 
on him for support in that you may sit with him in the northeast and face the southwest. 
Do not confront him by undertaking any renovation or construction work in the northeast 
or by sitting in a position that is directly opposite him (northeast). In 2009, this means do 
not sit with your back to the southwest facing northeast even if this is your best direction. 
Most traditional Chinese families will place a Pi Yao in the southwest of the home facing 
northeast or if your main door is in the northeast, place it just inside the door facing 
northeast. 
 
Sui Po (The year breaker) 
 
Sui Po year breaker occupies the division directly opposite Tai Sui Grand Duke, which for 
2009 is southwest. You should treat this area the same as the other annual afflictions with 
no groundbreaking work, renovations or any noisy activities. If disturbed this area can and 
normally will cause immediate health problems especially for the elderly, so please be very 
careful. Traditionally to appease Sui Po in an Ox year you need to display gold coloured 
ingots and six of them if possible, we have included the perfect one in our 2009 cures kit. 
If you have to carry out work or emergency repairs in the southwest place a six hollow 
metal rod wind chime (if you are using the 2009 cures kit you do not have to think about 
it) between the building and where the work is being carried out and ideally you should 
contact a professional Feng Shui Practitioner to select an auspicious date to start the work 
or consult our Tong Shu date selection software. 
 
To disperse the effects of the year you should hang a set of six Chinese coins tied with a 
red ribbon and place it in the west of your home or office this year to control the #2 star, 
you should also place a six rod metal wind chime in the north along with a set of six 
Chinese coins tied together with ribbon in your home this year to weaken the #5. Both of 
these compass sectors should also have a salt water cure as in 2009 there will quite a bit 
of negative energy. For full details on 2009 flying star analysis follow this link. This is 
very important in 2009 especially if you have a main door, bedroom, office, lounge or 
other important room in the west, north or northeast. 
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Snake 

10 Feb 1929-29 Jan 1930 27 Jan 1941-14 Feb 1942 14 Feb 1953-02 Feb 1954 

02 Feb 1965-20 Jan 1966 18 Feb 1977-06 Feb 1978 16 Feb 1989-26 Jan 1990 

   24 Jan 2001-11 Feb 2002    

You will have a good year with only a few little hiccups. There 
are plenty of opportunities where success can be attained but 
hard work is expected on the part of the Snake. Use your 
natural foresight and intelligence and do not let success blind 
you to the correct path. Due to the influence of distractions, the 
Snake needs to focus on tasks in hand. Do not rush into 
decisions without thinking them through.  

Although your year will be good you will still need to work hard although not too hard as 
this can come at a price, please take time to relax and try and do some exercise like Tai 
Chi etc, your mind and body will need looking after in 2009 and you may even be looking 
at changing your career path so expect some unusual feelings of changing direction.  

This will be a busy year and whilst all should go well with career and finance you can 
overlook partner's needs, so make sure you make time for loved ones whether it is your 
wife, boyfriend, Mother, Sister or best friend. A good year for finances and investments but 
make sure you read the small print as the annual stars suggest legal issues and back 
stabbing so be careful. Make sure you leave time for yourself and try to relax more as 
stress can be an issue and you may feel down at times, whatever is on your mind right 
now it WILL pass.  

Take extra care with investments this year and whilst money luck is strong you should be 
careful with stocks and shares or any other form of investment gambling, do not invest 
more than you can afford to lose and make sure all documents are checked over many 
times before signing, you have risk of a fraud attempt on you. Make sure you follow the 
2009 flying star advice to avoid potential problems. Enjoy 2009 and make hay while the 
sun shines and don’t worry about the decisions you have to make they will be resolved 
soon and try and take up some tai chi-meditation or similar to stop that chitter chatter that 
goes on in your head. 

You are in affinity with the Monkey. For your protection, you should have a key chain 
pendant of a Monkey.

To enhance wealth and career in 2009 place four pieces of deep smoky quartz crystal, a 
piece of deep blue sodalite crystal together with four very auspicious i-ching coins in the 
south, this cure is extremely important in 2009 and can only be used in certain years, you 
also must place eight pieces of Jasper Hematite quartz crystal (you should not use normal 
hematite) along with two larger than average auspicious Chinese i-ching coins in the 
northeast, the coins must be placed in a certain order and if you follow this link you will 
find full details 2009 flying star analysis follow this link.

Cautions for month: Take extra care in the months of April, July, September and 
December and make sure you check back with us monthly to get your updates for the 
month.  

Your lucky sector: (astrological zone) is the Southeast (142.5º – 157.5º) of the home or 
office. Although the southeast is your astrological zone, this may not be the best direction 
for you to face when seated at work or doing anything important. To find your personal 
favourable or unfavourable directions, you have to look at your personal Gua number 
based on the year you were born. If you are unsure of your Gua and best directions follow 
this link or maybe consider using our Feng Shui software that calculates Gua, Chinese 
animal including element, flying stars, annual, fixed and monthly and so much more. 
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Be careful if your main door, bedroom or office or any other important room is located in 
the north, west or northeast this year 2009 and make sure you follow the 2009 Flying 
Star (Xuan Kong) recommendations. If your office or bedroom is located in the west, 
northeast, east or north please be aware that in the months of April & July 2009 you 
should make sure you at least place a Wu Lou or six Chinese coins tied in a row with 
red ribbon for the month especially if you are not in good health or very stressed. To 
further enhance 2009 check out the monthly almanac, flying stars and animal 
predictions as it not only gives you advice of good and bad days to carry out certain 
tasks it also advises you if it is good for your animal sign.  

If you would like to be informed in advance of the monthly, annual and fixed flying stars 
for the rest of your life giving you the ultimate control of your home or business, you 
should consider our advanced Feng Shui software; it is used by thousands of Feng Shui 
Masters, Practitioners and students throughout the world. Combining this with our new 
incredible and extremely powerful Tong Shu Almanac date selection software this will 
make 2009 a better year indeed. 

East is the location and direction of the Three Killings 
 
When at work, you may sit facing the east direction if this is one of your personal good 
directions, but do not sit with your back to the east or you may find unscrupulous people 
working against you or you may encounter undue gossip and back stabbing during the 
year. Because the east has the #7 red robbery star combined with the three killings this 
makes the east very negative in 2009 and it needs a very powerful cure to prevent legal 
issues and loss of wealth. An extremely powerful cure in 2009 and can only be used in 
certain years is by placing a water coloured (blue) Buddha holding a Ru Yi and wealth 
ingot, this powerful cure is very effective at protecting wealth as financial losses can be 
made through legal problems and because wealth is very important in 2009 you need 
specific cures relevant to the potential problem. You can only use this particular cure in the 
east in 2009 because the Buddha (Fo Hu Shen Fu), ru yi and wealth ingot are transient 
cures and if placed correctly not only can it cure the negative effects of the east in 2009 it 
can also enhance a very inauspicious area making it an extremely powerful cure and 
enhancer. The Fo Hu Shen Fu cure and enhancer comes standard in our 2009 cures kit 
with full instructions for placement. 
 
Northeast is where Tai Sui (Grand Duke of Jupiter) resides in 2009 
 
The NE is severely afflicted in 2009 as we have Tai Sui here for the year but it is also 
combined with the malicious #3 star that can cause many legal and wealth problems and 
cures are needed here with a Lou Pan compass and the annual 2009 Master cure which is 
a cure only known to a few Masters using two large Dragon coins with eight pieces of 
Jasper Hematite quartz crystals arranged in a very special way. With Tai Sui, you may rely 
on him for support in that you may sit with him in the northeast and face the southwest. 
Do not confront him by undertaking any renovation or construction work in the northeast 
or by sitting in a position that is directly opposite him (northeast). In 2009, this means do 
not sit with your back to the southwest facing northeast even if this is your best direction. 
Most traditional Chinese families will place a Pi Yao in the southwest of the home facing 
northeast or if your main door is in the northeast, place it just inside the door facing 
northeast. 
 
Sui Po (The year breaker) 
 
Sui Po year breaker occupies the division directly opposite Tai Sui Grand Duke, which for 
2009 is southwest. You should treat this area the same as the other annual afflictions with 
no groundbreaking work, renovations or any noisy activities. If disturbed this area can and 
normally will cause immediate health problems especially for the elderly, so please be very 
careful. Traditionally to appease Sui Po in an Ox year you need to display gold coloured 
ingots and six of them if possible, we have included the perfect one in our 2009 cures kit. 
If you have to carry out work or emergency repairs in the southwest place a six hollow 
metal rod wind chime (if you are using the 2009 cures kit you do not have to think about 
it) between the building and where the work is being carried out and ideally you should 
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contact a professional Feng Shui Practitioner to select an auspicious date to start the work 
or consult our Tong Shu date selection software. 
 
To disperse the effects of the year you should hang a set of six Chinese coins tied with a 
red ribbon and place it in the west of your home or office this year to control the #2 star, 
you should also place a six rod metal wind chime in the north along with a set of six 
Chinese coins tied together with ribbon in your home this year to weaken the #5. Both of 
these compass sectors should also have a salt water cure as in 2009 there will quite a bit 
of negative energy. For full details on 2009 flying star analysis follow this link. This is 
very important in 2009 especially if you have a main door, bedroom, office, lounge or 
other important room in the west, north or northeast. 

Horse 

30 Jan 1930-16 Feb 1931 15 Feb 1942-04 Feb 1943 03 Feb 1954-23 Jan 1955 

21 Jan 1966-08 Feb 1967 07 Feb 1978-27 Jan 1979 27 Jan 1990-14 Feb 1991 

   12 Feb 2002-31 Jan 2003    
  

Success and disappointment walk hand in hand in the Horses 
path during the year. If success is to be attained, it will be in 
the first half of the year and Horse must put affairs of all types 
under tight and orderly control in the second half of the year, s
make the most of the first half and lay solid foundations for the 
second. It really will be a mixed year but overall you will be just 
fine. Concentration and hard work are a must in order for it to 
be a successful year. Beware of over-indulgence. You will also

find it hard to retain money so keep a tight rein on expenses especially in August. This 
may be a year for saving rather than acquiring. Do not make judgements on others at 
work too hastily and exercise patience especially at home for there are indications of 
possible disharmony both at work and at home.  

o 

 

This is a year of caution; avoid risks both physically and financially although Horse born in 
1942 can expect some windfall. In April and May you can expect some good news but you 
must make of the most of the good times as there are some months you will need to stay 
strong, follow the advice monthly on this website and place your annual cures and 
enhancers. Stay focused this year, there is nothing to worry about just think about all your 
actions.  

Horse born in 1942 and 1990 should be careful of health in 2009 and try and make some 
changes to your lifestyle especially if you have a bad diet or smoke, lung problems are a 
potential danger to Horse born in 1954 so please take note and if you are still smoking 
now is a good time to give up. Too often the Horse will spend a lot of time helping others 
without any thanks but remember to the world, you may be one person, but to one 
person, you may be the world, you cannot please everyone, concentrate on those that 
matter most and this also includes YOU. 

You are in affinity with the Sheep/Goat. For your protection, you should have a key chain 
pendant of a Goat.

To enhance wealth and career in 2009 place four pieces of deep smoky quartz crystal, a 
piece of deep blue sodalite crystal together with four very auspicious i-ching coins in the 
south, this cure is extremely important in 2009 and can only be used in certain years, you 
also must place eight pieces of Jasper Hematite quartz crystal (you should not use normal 
hematite) along with two larger than average auspicious Chinese i-ching coins in the 
northeast, the coins must be placed in a certain order and if you follow this link you will 
find full details 2009 flying star analysis follow this link.
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Cautions for month: Take extra care in the March, August, September and December 
and make sure you check back with us monthly to get your updates for the month.  

Your lucky sector: (astrological zone) is the South (172.5º – 187.5º) of the home or 
office. For full details on 2009 flying star analysis follow this link. The south has a nice 
peach blossom star in 2009 so expect good things from that and follow the annual flying 
stars to enhance further. To find your personal favourable or unfavourable directions, you 
have to look at your personal Gua number based on the year you were born. If you are 
unsure of your Gua and best directions follow this link or maybe consider using our Feng 
Shui software that calculates Gua, Chinese animal including element, flying stars, 
annual, fixed and monthly and so much more. 
 
Although the south is your astrological zone, this may not be the best direction for you to 
face when seated at work or doing anything important. To find your personal favourable or 
unfavourable directions, you have to look at your personal Gua number based on the year 
you were born.  

Be careful if your main door, bedroom or office or any other important room is located in 
the north, west or northeast this year 2009 and make sure you follow the 2009 Flying 
Star (Xuan Kong) recommendations. If your office or bedroom is located in the west, 
northeast, east or north please be aware that in the months of April & July 2009 you 
should make sure you at least place a Wu Lou or six Chinese coins tied in a row with 
red ribbon for the month especially if you are not in good health or very stressed. To 
further enhance 2009 check out the monthly almanac, flying stars and animal 
predictions as it not only gives you advice of good and bad days to carry out certain 
tasks it also advises you if it is good for your animal sign.  

If you would like to be informed in advance of the monthly, annual and fixed flying stars 
for the rest of your life giving you the ultimate control of your home or business, you 
should consider our advanced Feng Shui software; it is used by thousands of Feng Shui 
Masters, Practitioners and students throughout the world. Combining this with our new 
incredible and extremely powerful Tong Shu Almanac date selection software this will 
make 2009 a better year indeed. 

East is the location and direction of the Three Killings 
 
When at work, you may sit facing the east direction if this is one of your personal good 
directions, but do not sit with your back to the east or you may find unscrupulous people 
working against you or you may encounter undue gossip and back stabbing during the 
year. Because the east has the #7 red robbery star combined with the three killings this 
makes the east very negative in 2009 and it needs a very powerful cure to prevent legal 
issues and loss of wealth. An extremely powerful cure in 2009 and can only be used in 
certain years is by placing a water coloured (blue) Buddha holding a Ru Yi and wealth 
ingot, this powerful cure is very effective at protecting wealth as financial losses can be 
made through legal problems and because wealth is very important in 2009 you need 
specific cures relevant to the potential problem. You can only use this particular cure in the 
east in 2009 because the Buddha (Fo Hu Shen Fu), ru yi and wealth ingot are transient 
cures and if placed correctly not only can it cure the negative effects of the east in 2009 it 
can also enhance a very inauspicious area making it an extremely powerful cure and 
enhancer. The Fo Hu Shen Fu cure and enhancer comes standard in our 2009 cures kit 
with full instructions for placement. 
 
Northeast is where Tai Sui (Grand Duke of Jupiter) resides in 2009 
 
The NE is severely afflicted in 2009 as we have Tai Sui here for the year but it is also 
combined with the malicious #3 star that can cause many legal and wealth problems and 
cures are needed here with a Lou Pan compass and the annual 2009 Master cure which is 
a cure only known to a few Masters using two large Dragon coins with eight pieces of 
Jasper Hematite quartz crystals arranged in a very special way. With Tai Sui, you may rely 
on him for support in that you may sit with him in the northeast and face the southwest. 
Do not confront him by undertaking any renovation or construction work in the northeast 
or by sitting in a position that is directly opposite him (northeast). In 2009, this means do 
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not sit with your back to the southwest facing northeast even if this is your best direction. 
Most traditional Chinese families will place a Pi Yao in the southwest of the home facing 
northeast or if your main door is in the northeast, place it just inside the door facing 
northeast. 
 
Sui Po (The year breaker) 
 
Sui Po year breaker occupies the division directly opposite Tai Sui Grand Duke, which for 
2009 is southwest. You should treat this area the same as the other annual afflictions with 
no groundbreaking work, renovations or any noisy activities. If disturbed this area can and 
normally will cause immediate health problems especially for the elderly, so please be very 
careful. Traditionally to appease Sui Po in an Ox year you need to display gold coloured 
ingots and six of them if possible, we have included the perfect one in our 2009 cures kit. 
If you have to carry out work or emergency repairs in the southwest place a six hollow 
metal rod wind chime (if you are using the 2009 cures kit you do not have to think about 
it) between the building and where the work is being carried out and ideally you should 
contact a professional Feng Shui Practitioner to select an auspicious date to start the work 
or consult our Tong Shu date selection software. 
 
To disperse the effects of the year you should hang a set of six Chinese coins tied with a 
red ribbon and place it in the west of your home or office this year to control the #2 star, 
you should also place a six rod metal wind chime in the north along with a set of six 
Chinese coins tied together with ribbon in your home this year to weaken the #5. Both of 
these compass sectors should also have a salt water cure as in 2009 there will quite a bit 
of negative energy. For full details on 2009 flying star analysis follow this link. This is 
very important in 2009 especially if you have a main door, bedroom, office, lounge or 
other important room in the west, north or northeast. 

Goat/Ram/Sheep 

17 Feb 1931-05 Feb 1932 05 Feb 1943-24 Jan 1944 24 Jan 1955-11 Feb 1956 

09 Feb 1967-29 Jan 1968 28 Jan 1979-15 Feb 1980 15 Feb 1991-03 Feb 1992 

   01 Feb 2003-21 Jan 2004    
 

The Sheep occupies the direct opposite location to Tai Sui 
(Grand Duke) and those born in the year of the Sheep may 
therefore expect a difficult year although there is so much you 
can do to lessen the effect. The year element is not favourable 
to Sheep so do exercise patience during this time. In order to 
avoid problems during the year do not take undue risks 
especially when it comes to finance. Those who are keen 
gamblers should not expect much from this activity especially if 

it involves stocks and shares or similar. Money difficulties may bring debts so please be 
very careful and avoid any speculative financial investments at all. Legal affairs may also 
be an issue and make sure you place the annual cures in the northeast and east of your 
home and/or business. Keep on the right side of the law and avoid any form of risks. 
Remember to read through the fine print thoroughly before signing any important 
documents. As long as expectations are not raised too high, you will not be badly 
disappointed. In frustrated periods, find solace at home but do not alienate friends, 
colleagues and families support with uncalled bursts of anger and frustration. 

You need to be very careful with legal problems involving courts and possibly with 
contracts so please be extremely careful signing contracts. Karma can also be on catch up 
time as the seeds you planted over the last few years good or bad can come back to haunt 
or reward you, this is particularly so if it involves plagiarism and this will involve the 
courts.  
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The forecast for the Sheep may be not so good but remember this is only one small 
influence in the big scheme of things in life. Things can turn out well despite this if you 
turn your attention to the monthly forecast on the energies of the space you occupy in 
your home and office to soften predicaments. Watch out for people back stabbing you and 
try and keep a low profile.  

All these negative things I have talked about sounds pretty grim doesn’t it? Well there is 
good news and you can look forward to some unexpected good news and romance can be 
very good for the single Sheep and even wealth gains can be good but please avoid 
investing money in 2009. Sheep born in 1979 and 1991 can expect a better year though.  
Try and ignore all the other negative comments on the year for the Sheep, it will not be 
that bad at all and if you follow my advice especially with the flying stars your year can 
actually be very good. Don’t you just hate people that say “it could be worse” well without 
reading this and following the advice on the 12 animals and flying stars it really could be 
much worse in 2009, your year will be just fine and you have good people around you for 
support and you may find 2009 will sort the wheat from the chaff with regards to friends 
and remember that the greatest battles normally happen in your head, it really is not that 
bad. Remember education is what you get from reading the small print. Experience is 
what you get from not reading it. 

You are in affinity with the Horse. For your protection, you should have a key chain 
pendant of a Horse.

To enhance wealth and career in 2009 place four pieces of deep smoky quartz crystal, a 
piece of deep blue sodalite crystal together with four very auspicious i-ching coins in the 
south, this cure is extremely important in 2009 and can only be used in certain years, you 
also must place eight pieces of Jasper Hematite quartz crystal (you should not use normal 
hematite) along with two larger than average auspicious Chinese i-ching coins in the 
northeast, the coins must be placed in a certain order and if you follow this link you will 
find full details 2009 flying star analysis follow this link.

Cautions for month: Take extra care in the months of February, May, October and 
November 2009 and make sure you check back with us monthly to get your updates for 
the month.  

Your lucky sector: (astrological zone) is the Southwest (202.5º – 217.5º) of the home or 
office. For full details on 2009 flying star analysis follow this link. Although the 
southwest is your astrological zone, this may not be the best direction for you to face 
when seated at work or doing anything important. To find your personal favourable or 
unfavourable directions, you have to look at your personal Gua number based on the year 
you were born.  
 
If you are relocating your desk this year to face one of your favourable personal directions, 
please be aware of the directions and locations of the annual afflictions. If you are unsure 
of your Gua and best directions follow this link or maybe consider using our Feng Shui 
software that calculates Gua, Chinese animal including element, flying stars, annual, fixed 
and monthly and so much more.  

Be careful if your main door, bedroom or office or any other important room is located in 
the north, west or northeast this year 2009 and make sure you follow the 2009 Flying 
Star (Xuan Kong) recommendations. If your office or bedroom is located in the west, 
northeast, east or north please be aware that in the months of April & July 2009 you 
should make sure you at least place a Wu Lou or six Chinese coins tied in a row with 
red ribbon for the month especially if you are not in good health or very stressed. To 
further enhance 2009 check out the monthly almanac, flying stars and animal 
predictions as it not only gives you advice of good and bad days to carry out certain 
tasks it also advises you if it is good for your animal sign.  

If you would like to be informed in advance of the monthly, annual and fixed flying stars 
for the rest of your life giving you the ultimate control of your home or business, you 
should consider our advanced Feng Shui software; it is used by thousands of Feng Shui 
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Masters, Practitioners and students throughout the world. Combining this with our new 
incredible and extremely powerful Tong Shu Almanac date selection software this will 
make 2009 a better year indeed. 

East is the location and direction of the Three Killings 
 
When at work, you may sit facing the east direction if this is one of your personal good 
directions, but do not sit with your back to the east or you may find unscrupulous people 
working against you or you may encounter undue gossip and back stabbing during the 
year. Because the east has the #7 red robbery star combined with the three killings this 
makes the east very negative in 2009 and it needs a very powerful cure to prevent legal 
issues and loss of wealth. An extremely powerful cure in 2009 and can only be used in 
certain years is by placing a water coloured (blue) Buddha holding a Ru Yi and wealth 
ingot, this powerful cure is very effective at protecting wealth as financial losses can be 
made through legal problems and because wealth is very important in 2009 you need 
specific cures relevant to the potential problem. You can only use this particular cure in the 
east in 2009 because the Buddha (Fo Hu Shen Fu), ru yi and wealth ingot are transient 
cures and if placed correctly not only can it cure the negative effects of the east in 2009 it 
can also enhance a very inauspicious area making it an extremely powerful cure and 
enhancer. The Fo Hu Shen Fu cure and enhancer comes standard in our 2009 cures kit 
with full instructions for placement. 
 
Northeast is where Tai Sui (Grand Duke of Jupiter) resides in 2009 
 
The NE is severely afflicted in 2009 as we have Tai Sui here for the year but it is also 
combined with the malicious #3 star that can cause many legal and wealth problems and 
cures are needed here with a Lou Pan compass and the annual 2009 Master cure which is 
a cure only known to a few Masters using two large Dragon coins with eight pieces of 
Jasper Hematite quartz crystals arranged in a very special way. With Tai Sui, you may rely 
on him for support in that you may sit with him in the northeast and face the southwest. 
Do not confront him by undertaking any renovation or construction work in the northeast 
or by sitting in a position that is directly opposite him (northeast). In 2009, this means do 
not sit with your back to the southwest facing northeast even if this is your best direction. 
Most traditional Chinese families will place a Pi Yao in the southwest of the home facing 
northeast or if your main door is in the northeast, place it just inside the door facing 
northeast. 
 
Sui Po (The year breaker) 
 
Sui Po year breaker occupies the division directly opposite Tai Sui Grand Duke, which for 
2009 is southwest. You should treat this area the same as the other annual afflictions with 
no groundbreaking work, renovations or any noisy activities. If disturbed this area can and 
normally will cause immediate health problems especially for the elderly, so please be very 
careful. Traditionally to appease Sui Po in an Ox year you need to display gold coloured 
ingots and six of them if possible, we have included the perfect one in our 2009 cures kit. 
If you have to carry out work or emergency repairs in the southwest place a six hollow 
metal rod wind chime (if you are using the 2009 cures kit you do not have to think about 
it) between the building and where the work is being carried out and ideally you should 
contact a professional Feng Shui Practitioner to select an auspicious date to start the work 
or consult our Tong Shu date selection software. 
 
To disperse the effects of the year you should hang a set of six Chinese coins tied with a 
red ribbon and place it in the west of your home or office this year to control the #2 star, 
you should also place a six rod metal wind chime in the north along with a set of six 
Chinese coins tied together with ribbon in your home this year to weaken the #5. Both of 
these compass sectors should also have a salt water cure as in 2009 there will quite a bit 
of negative energy. For full details on 2009 flying star analysis follow this link. This is 
very important in 2009 especially if you have a main door, bedroom, office, lounge or 
other important room in the west, north or northeast. 

Monkey  
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06 Feb 1932-25 Jan 1933 25 Jan 1944-12 Feb 1945 12 Feb 1956-30 Jan 1957 

30 Jan 1968-16 Feb 1969 16 Feb 1980-04 Feb 1981 04 Feb 1992-22 Jan 1993 

   22 Jan 2004-08 Feb 2005    

 
Some Monkeys will be glad 2008 is over and they have a great 
year in 2009 to look forward to, so make hay this year and reap 
the rewards. This will be a year of romance, career, wealth and 
many other exciting opportunities, all sounds too good to be 
true? There will be a few drawbacks that you need to be aware 
of and providing you take my advice you will enjoy a good year.  

Your success this year may be looked upon with jealous eyes 
and you should be aware that you may have some back stabbing to contend with in 2009. 
Do not start looking at everyone as the enemy; the year can also bring a little paranoia 
and also feeling low for no apparent reason. Those born in 1944 & 1992 should have a wu 
lou or similar good quality round metal object placed beside their bed in 2009 and make 
sure you hang a Ba Gua mirror in the north.  

All Monkeys need to take extra care this year when signing papers as legal problems could 
arise, it could be a deception in you signing papers or just a plain error on someone else's 
part, so just double check every legal document you sign. If this is a problem it could 
manifest in October make notes now. Having good Feng Shui is not just about placing 
Buddha's and three legged Toads, just be aware of potential problems and you will avoid 
them.  

Peach blossom is very good this year and you should activate the south and southeast of 
your home as this will activate romance with existing relationships, this also activates 
career so a lovely combination, check our 2009 flying stars for more details. Relationships 
should be good for single and committed Monkey and this is not just for romance it also 
relates to career and business. Increase this by making sure you enhance the southwest of 
your home or bedroom. Be careful of eating in restaurants in May and October as problems 
with bowels and stomach are very strong in these months. You may feel the last few years 
have brought some ups and downs but remember “smooth seas do not make skilful 
sailors”, you need some of the experiences you have been going through in the last few 
years to build who you are today, very soon all will be well. My favourite saying is “why 
cant life’s problems hit me when I am eighteen and I know everything anyway” 

You are in affinity with the Snake. For your protection, you should have a key chain 
pendant of a Snake.

To enhance wealth and career in 2009 place four pieces of deep smoky quartz crystal, a 
piece of deep blue sodalite crystal together with four very auspicious i-ching coins in the 
south, this cure is extremely important in 2009 and can only be used in certain years, you 
also must place eight pieces of Jasper Hematite quartz crystal (you should not use normal 
hematite) along with two larger than average auspicious Chinese i-ching coins in the 
northeast, the coins must be placed in a certain order and if you follow this link you will 
find full details 2009 flying star analysis follow this link.

Cautions for month: Take extra care in the months of October and December and make 
sure you check back with us monthly to get your updates for the month. 

Your lucky sector: (astrological zone) is the Southwest (232.5º – 247.5º) of the home or 
office. To enhance, place some crystals in the southwest corner of your room. Although the 
southwest is your astrological zone, this may not be the best direction for you to face 
when seated at work or doing anything important. If you are relocating your desk this year 
to face one of your favourable personal directions, Maybe consider using our Feng Shui 
software that calculates Gua, Chinese animal including element, flying stars, annual, fixed 
and monthly and so much more.  
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Be careful if your main door, bedroom or office or any other important room is located in 
the north, west or northeast this year 2009 and make sure you follow the 2009 Flying 
Star (Xuan Kong) recommendations. If your office or bedroom is located in the west, 
northeast, east or north please be aware that in the months of April & July 2009 you 
should make sure you at least place a Wu Lou or six Chinese coins tied in a row with 
red ribbon for the month especially if you are not in good health or very stressed. To 
further enhance 2009 check out the monthly almanac, flying stars and animal 
predictions as it not only gives you advice of good and bad days to carry out certain 
tasks it also advises you if it is good for your animal sign.  

If you would like to be informed in advance of the monthly, annual and fixed flying stars 
for the rest of your life giving you the ultimate control of your home or business, you 
should consider our advanced Feng Shui software; it is used by thousands of Feng Shui 
Masters, Practitioners and students throughout the world. Combining this with our new 
incredible and extremely powerful Tong Shu Almanac date selection software this will 
make 2009 a better year indeed. 

East is the location and direction of the Three Killings 
 
When at work, you may sit facing the east direction if this is one of your personal good 
directions, but do not sit with your back to the east or you may find unscrupulous people 
working against you or you may encounter undue gossip and back stabbing during the 
year. Because the east has the #7 red robbery star combined with the three killings this 
makes the east very negative in 2009 and it needs a very powerful cure to prevent legal 
issues and loss of wealth. An extremely powerful cure in 2009 and can only be used in 
certain years is by placing a water coloured (blue) Buddha holding a Ru Yi and wealth 
ingot, this powerful cure is very effective at protecting wealth as financial losses can be 
made through legal problems and because wealth is very important in 2009 you need 
specific cures relevant to the potential problem. You can only use this particular cure in the 
east in 2009 because the Buddha (Fo Hu Shen Fu), ru yi and wealth ingot are transient 
cures and if placed correctly not only can it cure the negative effects of the east in 2009 it 
can also enhance a very inauspicious area making it an extremely powerful cure and 
enhancer. The Fo Hu Shen Fu cure and enhancer comes standard in our 2009 cures kit 
with full instructions for placement. 
 
Northeast is where Tai Sui (Grand Duke of Jupiter) resides in 2009 
 
The NE is severely afflicted in 2009 as we have Tai Sui here for the year but it is also 
combined with the malicious #3 star that can cause many legal and wealth problems and 
cures are needed here with a Lou Pan compass and the annual 2009 Master cure which is 
a cure only known to a few Masters using two large Dragon coins with eight pieces of 
Jasper Hematite quartz crystals arranged in a very special way. With Tai Sui, you may rely 
on him for support in that you may sit with him in the northeast and face the southwest. 
Do not confront him by undertaking any renovation or construction work in the northeast 
or by sitting in a position that is directly opposite him (northeast). In 2009, this means do 
not sit with your back to the southwest facing northeast even if this is your best direction. 
Most traditional Chinese families will place a Pi Yao in the southwest of the home facing 
northeast or if your main door is in the northeast, place it just inside the door facing 
northeast. 
 
Sui Po (The year breaker) 
 
Sui Po year breaker occupies the division directly opposite Tai Sui Grand Duke, which for 
2009 is southwest. You should treat this area the same as the other annual afflictions with 
no groundbreaking work, renovations or any noisy activities. If disturbed this area can and 
normally will cause immediate health problems especially for the elderly, so please be very 
careful. Traditionally to appease Sui Po in an Ox year you need to display gold coloured 
ingots and six of them if possible, we have included the perfect one in our 2009 cures kit. 
If you have to carry out work or emergency repairs in the southwest place a six hollow 
metal rod wind chime (if you are using the 2009 cures kit you do not have to think about 
it) between the building and where the work is being carried out and ideally you should 
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contact a professional Feng Shui Practitioner to select an auspicious date to start the work 
or consult our Tong Shu date selection software. 
 
To disperse the effects of the year you should hang a set of six Chinese coins tied with a 
red ribbon and place it in the west of your home or office this year to control the #2 star, 
you should also place a six rod metal wind chime in the north along with a set of six 
Chinese coins tied together with ribbon in your home this year to weaken the #5. Both of 
these compass sectors should also have a salt water cure as in 2009 there will quite a bit 
of negative energy. For full details on 2009 flying star analysis follow this link. This is 
very important in 2009 especially if you have a main door, bedroom, office, lounge or 
other important room in the west, north or northeast. 

Rooster  

26 Jan 1933-13 Feb 1934 13 Feb 1945-01 Feb 1946 31 Jan 1957-17 Feb 1958 

17 Feb 1969-05 Feb 1970 05 Feb 1981-24 Jan 1982 23 Jan 1993-09 Feb 1994 

   9 Feb 2005-28 Jan 2006    
 

This will turn out to be one of the best years for The Rooster. 
Opportunities and success await you and seeds you planted in 
2008 will now come to fruition. Coupled with Roosters natural 
passion and drive, the year 2009 will take you to great heights. 
Those in employment may see promotion, provided they keep 
away from and are not influenced by inauspicious sectors of the 
house according to the flying stars system of Feng Shui. 

Whilst luck is with you, take good advantage of the positive outlook of the year and make 
a true effort in your endeavours. Obstacles and difficulties are not completely non-existent. 
Face each one as it comes decisively and confidently as they can easily be overcome. Take 
good care of health as there is a tendency to overwork. When walking the success path, be 
charitable to those less fortunate than you.  

This a great year to consider merging businesses or moving jobs, you will find 
opportunities are high in 2009 and you may get a little confused on what to do, think 
carefully and always speak to a partner or friend, you may find it hard to make decisions in 
2009 but if you speak to others they will guide you well. This is a good year to learn how 
to meditate or just relax, take plenty of time out for yourself as whilst the year is good you 
can feel a little down at times. Wear a necklace or bracelet that is made from hematite, 
this will enhance you. 

Those of you born in 1945 & 1993 must drink plenty of water in September as you could 
develop kidney problems, take extra care in hotter weather. For further protection wear 
some hematite beads or amethyst. Whilst the year overall will be good you should look 
at some lifestyle changes, our health always seems much more valuable after we lose it 
and health is not always associated with the body, your mind was running wild in 2008 and 
need to slow it down in 2009, take up walking, exercise anything that is different to what 
you have been doing and don’t worry all will be well with that problem. 

You are in affinity with the Dragon. For your protection, you should have a key chain 
pendant of a Dragon.

To enhance wealth and career in 2009 place four pieces of deep smoky quartz crystal, a 
piece of deep blue sodalite crystal together with four very auspicious i-ching coins in the 
south, this cure is extremely important in 2009 and can only be used in certain years, you 
also must place eight pieces of Jasper Hematite quartz crystal (you should not use normal 
hematite) along with two larger than average auspicious Chinese i-ching coins in the 
northeast, the coins must be placed in a certain order and if you follow this link you will 
find full details 2009 flying star analysis follow this link.
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Cautions for month: Take extra care in the months of September and November and 
make sure you check back with us monthly to get your updates for the month.  

Your lucky sector: (astrological zone) is the west (262.5º – 277.5º) of the home or 
office. The west has the inauspicious #2 star you need to make sure you place a set of six 
coins in a row along with a salt water cure in the west in 2009 especially if this is a 
bedroom or other important room.  
 
Although the west is your astrological zone, this may not be the best direction for you to 
face when seated at work or doing anything important. If you are relocating your desk this 
year to face one of your favourable personal directions, please be aware of the directions 
and locations of the annual afflictions. If you are unsure of your Gua and best directions 
follow this link or maybe consider using our Feng Shui software that calculates Gua, 
Chinese animal including element, flying stars, annual, fixed and monthly and so much 
more.  

Be careful if your main door, bedroom or office or any other important room is located in 
the north, west or northeast this year 2009 and make sure you follow the 2009 Flying 
Star (Xuan Kong) recommendations. If your office or bedroom is located in the west, 
northeast, east or north please be aware that in the months of April & July 2009 you 
should make sure you at least place a Wu Lou or six Chinese coins tied in a row with 
red ribbon for the month especially if you are not in good health or very stressed. To 
further enhance 2009 check out the monthly almanac, flying stars and animal 
predictions as it not only gives you advice of good and bad days to carry out certain 
tasks it also advises you if it is good for your animal sign.  

If you would like to be informed in advance of the monthly, annual and fixed flying stars 
for the rest of your life giving you the ultimate control of your home or business, you 
should consider our advanced Feng Shui software; it is used by thousands of Feng Shui 
Masters, Practitioners and students throughout the world. Combining this with our new 
incredible and extremely powerful Tong Shu Almanac date selection software this will 
make 2009 a better year indeed. 

East is the location and direction of the Three Killings 
 
When at work, you may sit facing the east direction if this is one of your personal good 
directions, but do not sit with your back to the east or you may find unscrupulous people 
working against you or you may encounter undue gossip and back stabbing during the 
year. Because the east has the #7 red robbery star combined with the three killings this 
makes the east very negative in 2009 and it needs a very powerful cure to prevent legal 
issues and loss of wealth. An extremely powerful cure in 2009 and can only be used in 
certain years is by placing a water coloured (blue) Buddha holding a Ru Yi and wealth 
ingot, this powerful cure is very effective at protecting wealth as financial losses can be 
made through legal problems and because wealth is very important in 2009 you need 
specific cures relevant to the potential problem. You can only use this particular cure in the 
east in 2009 because the Buddha (Fo Hu Shen Fu), ru yi and wealth ingot are transient 
cures and if placed correctly not only can it cure the negative effects of the east in 2009 it 
can also enhance a very inauspicious area making it an extremely powerful cure and 
enhancer. The Fo Hu Shen Fu cure and enhancer comes standard in our 2009 cures kit 
with full instructions for placement. 
 
Northeast is where Tai Sui (Grand Duke of Jupiter) resides in 2009 
 
The NE is severely afflicted in 2009 as we have Tai Sui here for the year but it is also 
combined with the malicious #3 star that can cause many legal and wealth problems and 
cures are needed here with a Lou Pan compass and the annual 2009 Master cure which is 
a cure only known to a few Masters using two large Dragon coins with eight pieces of 
Jasper Hematite quartz crystals arranged in a very special way. With Tai Sui, you may rely 
on him for support in that you may sit with him in the northeast and face the southwest. 
Do not confront him by undertaking any renovation or construction work in the northeast 
or by sitting in a position that is directly opposite him (northeast). In 2009, this means do 
not sit with your back to the southwest facing northeast even if this is your best direction. 
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Most traditional Chinese families will place a Pi Yao in the southwest of the home facing 
northeast or if your main door is in the northeast, place it just inside the door facing 
northeast. 
 
Sui Po (The year breaker) 
 
Sui Po year breaker occupies the division directly opposite Tai Sui Grand Duke, which for 
2009 is southwest. You should treat this area the same as the other annual afflictions with 
no groundbreaking work, renovations or any noisy activities. If disturbed this area can and 
normally will cause immediate health problems especially for the elderly, so please be very 
careful. Traditionally to appease Sui Po in an Ox year you need to display gold coloured 
ingots and six of them if possible, we have included the perfect one in our 2009 cures kit. 
If you have to carry out work or emergency repairs in the southwest place a six hollow 
metal rod wind chime (if you are using the 2009 cures kit you do not have to think about 
it) between the building and where the work is being carried out and ideally you should 
contact a professional Feng Shui Practitioner to select an auspicious date to start the work 
or consult our Tong Shu date selection software. 
 
To disperse the effects of the year you should hang a set of six Chinese coins tied with a 
red ribbon and place it in the west of your home or office this year to control the #2 star, 
you should also place a six rod metal wind chime in the north along with a set of six 
Chinese coins tied together with ribbon in your home this year to weaken the #5. Both of 
these compass sectors should also have a salt water cure as in 2009 there will quite a bit 
of negative energy. For full details on 2009 flying star analysis follow this link. This is 
very important in 2009 especially if you have a main door, bedroom, office, lounge or 
other important room in the west, north or northeast. 

Dog    

14 Feb 1934-03 Feb 1935 02 Feb 1946-21 Jan 1947 18 Feb 1958-07 Feb 1959 

06 Feb 1970-26 Jan 1971 25 Jan 1982-12 Feb 1983 10 Feb 1994-30 Jan 1995 

   29 Jan 2006-17 Feb 2007    
 

Being a Dog myself I am really looking forward to 2009 and 
overall it will be a good year with a few ups and downs, play 
your cards right and follow all the advice here along with the 
annual stars, the year 2009 should be good for wealth, career 
and general luck. Those Dogs born in 1934 and 1982 need to b
careful in relationships especially if they are married, spend 
more time this year with your partner as your potential success 
for the year can cause you to overlook people that are 
important and this will cause you problems. Unmarried Dogs 

born in other years can expect new relationships and even rekindle existing ones. Your 
year will be busy but leave some time for play and make sure you take plenty of rest. 
Those Dogs born in 1958 (me) and 1970 will have a fantastic year and you can expect 
amazing opportunities in wealth and business. If you were born 1958 (me again) you must 
take time out to relax and watch what you eat. 

e 

Your busy lifestyle can cause you stomach problems this year so please be careful, I would 
place a brass Wu Lou beside your bed especially if it is located in the north or west. You 
should be careful signing contracts this year so make sure you read all the small print and 
do not let yourself be conned by someone sweet or fast talking.  

With regards to wealth, business and career, 2009 can be a year of seeds you planted over 
the last few years which will now blossom, so please make the most of this year as the 
wind is behind you; this is particularly true for Dogs born in 1958. Do not think though 
that all this means you can just sit back and let the good times happen, hard work is still 
needed by you. Young Dogs born in 1994 will do well this year but they should ideally 
carry an image of a Rabbit for protection, as should all Dogs in 2009. This is a great year 
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to reflect on your life and be honest with yourself, our true character is what we do when 
we think no one is looking, be true to yourself and help as many people as you can in 
2009, you will get real rewards from this, read my words again, this could change your life 
and expect good changes in 2009, reputation is what the world thinks a person is; 
character is what they really are. Enjoy your year, it will be great. 

You are in affinity with the Rabbit. For your protection, you should have a key chain 
pendant of a Rabbit.

To enhance wealth and career in 2009 place four pieces of deep smoky quartz crystal, a 
piece of deep blue sodalite crystal together with four very auspicious i-ching coins in the 
south, this cure is extremely important in 2009 and can only be used in certain years, you 
also must place eight pieces of Jasper Hematite quartz crystal (you should not use normal 
hematite) along with two larger than average auspicious Chinese i-ching coins in the 
northeast, the coins must be placed in a certain order and if you follow this link you will 
find full details 2009 flying star analysis follow this link.

Cautions for month: Take extra care in the months of February and November and make 
sure you check back with us monthly to get your updates for the month. 

Your lucky sector: (astrological zone) is the Northwest (292.5º – 307.5º) of the home or 
office.  

If you are relocating your desk this year to face one of your favourable personal directions, 
please be aware of the directions and locations of the annual afflictions. If you are unsure 
of your Gua and best directions follow this link or maybe consider using our Feng Shui 
software that calculates Gua, Chinese animal including element, flying stars, annual, fixed 
and monthly and so much more.  

Be careful if your main door, bedroom or office or any other important room is located in 
the north, west or northeast this year 2009 and make sure you follow the 2009 Flying 
Star (Xuan Kong) recommendations. If your office or bedroom is located in the west, 
northeast, east or north please be aware that in the months of April & July 2009 you 
should make sure you at least place a Wu Lou or six Chinese coins tied in a row with 
red ribbon for the month especially if you are not in good health or very stressed. To 
further enhance 2009 check out the monthly almanac, flying stars and animal 
predictions as it not only gives you advice of good and bad days to carry out certain 
tasks it also advises you if it is good for your animal sign.  

If you would like to be informed in advance of the monthly, annual and fixed flying stars 
for the rest of your life giving you the ultimate control of your home or business, you 
should consider our advanced Feng Shui software; it is used by thousands of Feng Shui 
Masters, Practitioners and students throughout the world. Combining this with our new 
incredible and extremely powerful Tong Shu Almanac date selection software this will 
make 2009 a better year indeed. 

East is the location and direction of the Three Killings 
 
When at work, you may sit facing the east direction if this is one of your personal good 
directions, but do not sit with your back to the east or you may find unscrupulous people 
working against you or you may encounter undue gossip and back stabbing during the 
year. Because the east has the #7 red robbery star combined with the three killings this 
makes the east very negative in 2009 and it needs a very powerful cure to prevent legal 
issues and loss of wealth. An extremely powerful cure in 2009 and can only be used in 
certain years is by placing a water coloured (blue) Buddha holding a Ru Yi and wealth 
ingot, this powerful cure is very effective at protecting wealth as financial losses can be 
made through legal problems and because wealth is very important in 2009 you need 
specific cures relevant to the potential problem. You can only use this particular cure in the 
east in 2009 because the Buddha (Fo Hu Shen Fu), ru yi and wealth ingot are transient 
cures and if placed correctly not only can it cure the negative effects of the east in 2009 it 
can also enhance a very inauspicious area making it an extremely powerful cure and 
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enhancer. The Fo Hu Shen Fu cure and enhancer comes standard in our 2009 cures kit 
with full instructions for placement. 
 
Northeast is where Tai Sui (Grand Duke of Jupiter) resides in 2009 
 
The NE is severely afflicted in 2009 as we have Tai Sui here for the year but it is also 
combined with the malicious #3 star that can cause many legal and wealth problems and 
cures are needed here with a Lou Pan compass and the annual 2009 Master cure which is 
a cure only known to a few Masters using two large Dragon coins with eight pieces of 
Jasper Hematite quartz crystals arranged in a very special way. With Tai Sui, you may rely 
on him for support in that you may sit with him in the northeast and face the southwest. 
Do not confront him by undertaking any renovation or construction work in the northeast 
or by sitting in a position that is directly opposite him (northeast). In 2009, this means do 
not sit with your back to the southwest facing northeast even if this is your best direction. 
Most traditional Chinese families will place a Pi Yao in the southwest of the home facing 
northeast or if your main door is in the northeast, place it just inside the door facing 
northeast. 
 
Sui Po (The year breaker) 
 
Sui Po year breaker occupies the division directly opposite Tai Sui Grand Duke, which for 
2009 is southwest. You should treat this area the same as the other annual afflictions with 
no groundbreaking work, renovations or any noisy activities. If disturbed this area can and 
normally will cause immediate health problems especially for the elderly, so please be very 
careful. Traditionally to appease Sui Po in an Ox year you need to display gold coloured 
ingots and six of them if possible, we have included the perfect one in our 2009 cures kit. 
If you have to carry out work or emergency repairs in the southwest place a six hollow 
metal rod wind chime (if you are using the 2009 cures kit you do not have to think about 
it) between the building and where the work is being carried out and ideally you should 
contact a professional Feng Shui Practitioner to select an auspicious date to start the work 
or consult our Tong Shu date selection software. 
 
To disperse the effects of the year you should hang a set of six Chinese coins tied with a 
red ribbon and place it in the west of your home or office this year to control the #2 star, 
you should also place a six rod metal wind chime in the north along with a set of six 
Chinese coins tied together with ribbon in your home this year to weaken the #5. Both of 
these compass sectors should also have a salt water cure as in 2009 there will quite a bit 
of negative energy. For full details on 2009 flying star analysis follow this link. This is 
very important in 2009 especially if you have a main door, bedroom, office, lounge or 
other important room in the west, north or northeast. 

Boar /Pig 

04 Feb 1935-23 Jan 1936 22 Jan 1947-09 Feb 1948 08 Feb 1959-27 Jan 1960 

27 Jan 1971-15 Feb 1972 13 Feb 1983-01 Feb 1984 31 Jan 1995-18 Feb 1996 

   18 Feb 2007-6 Feb 2008    
 

I am sure you have come across some websites or books 
predicting 2009 to be bad for the Pig but I do not think it will be 
that bad at all. There will be some things you need to be aware 
off but providing you follow this advice and also our annual 
flying star advice the year should be okay.  

You must be very careful signing contracts and make sure you 
get them double and triple checked and then check them all over again. With regards to 
wealth, business and career, 2009 can be a year of seeds you planted over the last few 
years which will now blossom, so please make the most of this year; this is particularly 
true for Pigs born in 1971. Your busy lifestyle can cause stomach problems this year so 
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please be careful, I would place a brass Wu Lou beside your bed especially if it is located in 
the north or west.  

For the Pig in business and career this year will be much better than last although you 
should not boast too much with colleagues or competitors as there are a few people out 
there that may want to back stab you and tell many lies to make you look bad, make sure 
you wear your protection animal for the year and more importantly remember my advice 
as being prepared is good. In business you may also be offered a partnership and you 
should look at this as being positive, ensure you spend time looking over any small print 
on contracts. 

The secret for all Pigs this year is money will come in but you have to make sure you keep 
hold of it. For females it can be an emotional year and possibilities of sadness may creep 
over stronger than usual, you should keep some hematite beads close to you to help 
overcome this. You may find the year brings a few challenges but you will overcome them 
and the problems you had in 2008 will be resolved even though new problems may take 
their place, you will look at the year in November 2009 and say “it really wasn’t that bad”. 
PS Do not forget to say “thank you” they are two small words but have such a big impact 
on people’s lives. 

You are in affinity with the Tiger. For your protection, you should have a key chain 
pendant of a Tiger.

To enhance wealth and career in 2009 place four pieces of deep smoky quartz crystal, a 
piece of deep blue sodalite crystal together with four very auspicious i-ching coins in the 
south, this cure is extremely important in 2009 and can only be used in certain years, you 
also must place eight pieces of Jasper Hematite quartz crystal (you should not use normal 
hematite) along with two larger than average auspicious Chinese i-ching coins in the 
northeast, the coins must be placed in a certain order and if you follow this link you will 
find full details 2009 flying star analysis follow this link.

Cautions for month: Take extra care in the months of July, August and December and 
make sure you check back with us monthly to get your updates for the month. 
 
Your lucky sector: (astrological zone) is the Northwest (322.5º – 337.5º) of the home or 
office.  Although the northwest is your astrological zone, this may not be the best direction 
for you to face when seated at work or doing anything important. To find your personal 
favourable or unfavourable directions, you have to look at your personal Gua number 
based on the year you were born.  

Try to face one of your personal favourable directions when you are doing something 
important or when seated at your work desk. To find your personal favourable or 
unfavourable directions, you have to look at your personal Gua number based on the year 
you were born.  

Be careful if your main door, bedroom or office or any other important room is located in 
the north, west or northeast this year 2009 and make sure you follow the 2009 Flying 
Star (Xuan Kong) recommendations. If your office or bedroom is located in the west, 
northeast, east or north please be aware that in the months of April & July 2009 you 
should make sure you at least place a Wu Lou or six Chinese coins tied in a row with 
red ribbon for the month especially if you are not in good health or very stressed. To 
further enhance 2009 check out the monthly almanac, flying stars and animal 
predictions as it not only gives you advice of good and bad days to carry out certain 
tasks it also advises you if it is good for your animal sign.  

If you would like to be informed in advance of the monthly, annual and fixed flying stars 
for the rest of your life giving you the ultimate control of your home or business, you 
should consider our advanced Feng Shui software; it is used by thousands of Feng Shui 
Masters, Practitioners and students throughout the world. Combining this with our new 
incredible and extremely powerful Tong Shu Almanac date selection software this will 
make 2009 a better year indeed. 
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East is the location and direction of the Three Killings 
 
When at work, you may sit facing the east direction if this is one of your personal good 
directions, but do not sit with your back to the east or you may find unscrupulous people 
working against you or you may encounter undue gossip and back stabbing during the 
year. Because the east has the #7 red robbery star combined with the three killings this 
makes the east very negative in 2009 and it needs a very powerful cure to prevent legal 
issues and loss of wealth. An extremely powerful cure in 2009 and can only be used in 
certain years is by placing a water coloured (blue) Buddha holding a Ru Yi and wealth 
ingot, this powerful cure is very effective at protecting wealth as financial losses can be 
made through legal problems and because wealth is very important in 2009 you need 
specific cures relevant to the potential problem. You can only use this particular cure in the 
east in 2009 because the Buddha (Fo Hu Shen Fu), ru yi and wealth ingot are transient 
cures and if placed correctly not only can it cure the negative effects of the east in 2009 it 
can also enhance a very inauspicious area making it an extremely powerful cure and 
enhancer. The Fo Hu Shen Fu cure and enhancer comes standard in our 2009 cures kit 
with full instructions for placement. 
 
Northeast is where Tai Sui (Grand Duke of Jupiter) resides in 2009 
 
The NE is severely afflicted in 2009 as we have Tai Sui here for the year but it is also 
combined with the malicious #3 star that can cause many legal and wealth problems and 
cures are needed here with a Lou Pan compass and the annual 2009 Master cure which is 
a cure only known to a few Masters using two large Dragon coins with eight pieces of 
Jasper Hematite quartz crystals arranged in a very special way. With Tai Sui, you may rely 
on him for support in that you may sit with him in the northeast and face the southwest. 
Do not confront him by undertaking any renovation or construction work in the northeast 
or by sitting in a position that is directly opposite him (northeast). In 2009, this means do 
not sit with your back to the southwest facing northeast even if this is your best direction. 
Most traditional Chinese families will place a Pi Yao in the southwest of the home facing 
northeast or if your main door is in the northeast, place it just inside the door facing 
northeast. 
 
Sui Po (The year breaker) 
 
Sui Po year breaker occupies the division directly opposite Tai Sui Grand Duke, which for 
2009 is southwest. You should treat this area the same as the other annual afflictions with 
no groundbreaking work, renovations or any noisy activities. If disturbed this area can and 
normally will cause immediate health problems especially for the elderly, so please be very 
careful. Traditionally to appease Sui Po in an Ox year you need to display gold coloured 
ingots and six of them if possible, we have included the perfect one in our 2009 cures kit. 
If you have to carry out work or emergency repairs in the southwest place a six hollow 
metal rod wind chime (if you are using the 2009 cures kit you do not have to think about 
it) between the building and where the work is being carried out and ideally you should 
contact a professional Feng Shui Practitioner to select an auspicious date to start the work 
or consult our Tong Shu date selection software. 
 
To disperse the effects of the year you should hang a set of six Chinese coins tied with a 
red ribbon and place it in the west of your home or office this year to control the #2 star, 
you should also place a six rod metal wind chime in the north along with a set of six 
Chinese coins tied together with ribbon in your home this year to weaken the #5. Both of 
these compass sectors should also have a salt water cure as in 2009 there will quite a bit 
of negative energy. For full details on 2009 flying star analysis follow this link. This is 
very important in 2009 especially if you have a main door, bedroom, office, lounge or 
other important room in the west, north or northeast. 

Visit the pages below for further details on 2009 Chinese New Year etc: 

http://www.fengshuiweb.co.uk/pages/cures2009.htm
http://fengshuiweb.co.uk/pages/tongshusoftware.htm
http://www.fengshuiweb.co.uk/advice/flyingstars2009.htm


Chinese New Year 2009 ** How to make your own Ang Pow **Chinese Talismans 
for 2009 ** Chinese animal predictions for 2009 ** Flying star Xuan Kong 2009 
** Salt Water cure information** Avoid the fury of the Grand Duke, three killing 

2009** Chinese New Year world time converter 2009** 2009 Cures and 
enhancers kits ** How to take a compass reading ** How to determine your 

facing direction ** Feng Shui software ** Feng Shui resource ** 2009 Tong Shu 
Almanac Software ** Feng Shui Blog ** Chinese culture ** 

Are you really prepared for 2009? 

             

© Michael Hanna - Feng Shui Store 2009 

The below copyright information does not apply to anyone who wants to copy our content 
or send to a friend or even store on your computer for their own personal use and 
development. Please feel free to copy and paste or share with as many people you like. 
The below is intended for the many people who steal our content and claim it to be their 
own work.  

We are more than happy to share our content; all you need to do is give us credit for our 
hard work and a link back to our website. Contact michael@fengshuiweb.co.uk for more 
details. 
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